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At the end of Septenzber, academic researchers, governmnent officiais and leaders in non-

governmental initiatives met at the Milicrofi Inn ini Acton, Ontario, 10 address key issues related

Io New Diplomiacy. The meeting was thefirst of three looking at the impact of state and NGO



ultimately take?

The theoretical quandary was addressed by looking at two case studies that highlight the
breadth and diversity of the emergent sources of alternative leadership in the contemporary
international system. The first was the campaign for a global ban on anti-personnel land mines
while the second case study looked at the establishment of a permanent International Criminal
Court. The case studies raised the question whether they provide a prototype mode for future
multiple-sourced bottom-up initiative or whether they are anomalous.

2. LOOKING TOWARDS NEW DIPLOMACY

A) Summary of Panel Presentations

Andrew Cooper, University of Waterloo, outlined the current state of the international
system and the challenges it presents. He pointed out that the study of diplomacy is back "in" an
its students are just catching up to the new and evolving diplomatic practices.



Third, these alliances function as a catalyst/trigger for UN action as well as an agent and a joint
manager within the UN system. Finally, the scope of issues addressed in the framework of New
Diplomacy reflects a frequently changing agenda, including land mines and the International
Criminal Court, as well as changing partners, expanding to include select Latin American
countries and South Africa.

The recent trends in New Diplomacy raise important questions about inclusion and
exclusion from the process (only some states and some NGOs are involved and they move in and
out of the New Diplomacy process at varying speeds). Are the processes connected to New
Diplomacy reformist or transformational? Is there any like-mindedness among the business
community and how does it fit into the process? What is the role of the UN Secretary General
and other UN agencies and how do they fit the picture? More generally, while some are
concemned that "end-runs" undermine, de-legitimise and over-extend the UN system, others have
expressed enthusiasm about the implications "fragmented authority" and end-runs tend to create.

In conclusion, Cooper emphasised the diffuse, uneven and fragile nature of the emerging
international system. He said that diplomacy will undoubtedly reflect this situation. Intellectual
thought must catch up to the rapid developments ini New Diplomacy.

Iver Neumann, Norwegian Institute of International Affairs, Oslo, Norway, outlined the



instance, skills are flot dispersed in the saine way they are ini Norway or in Canada. A second

requirement for New Diplomacy to work is a good relationship among different

segmentscomfpoflefts of society and the state (L.e., a good working relationship between

intellectuals and NGOs with, say, the Ministry of Defeice or Foreign Affairs). Third, financial

capacity must exist. In the Norwegian case, the Foreign Minister had some experience with fund

allocations through the Parliamentary process. A further prerequisite for New Diplomacy is a

good relationship of Northern states with Southern states, usually established through

developmeflt assistance.

In conclusion, Neumann argued that there has been a change in how states conduct their

affairs. State has become "disaggregated." Actors in policy developinent and policy making are

varied and often split themselves (i.e., the Ministry of Defence, Ministry of Foreign Affaira as

well as the Norwegian Afghan Conimittee were all split internally at some point on the land min



Another issue that is ofien ignored is the role of the business community within the New

Diplomacy paradigm- Theoretically, the formns New Diplomacy take on should be outlined. Do

NGOs merely nuance foreign policy or do they actually forge meaningfi.l alliances with the

state?

Ini response to the argument that the involvement of NGOs in foreign policy is inherently

undemocratic, Neumann argued that such involvement helps form a base of a "consensus-

oriented society." Ini such a society, the goverrment draws on the expertise and experience of the

civil society it serves. The process is legitimate as long as it remains transparent. Others have

pointed out that given the growing overlap between domestic and international policies, NOOs

flot only reflect domestic issues but became instruments of foreign policy. The role of the media

and new technology in the New Diplomacy "process" has been also stressed.

Some criticism was directed at the NGOs. A proposition was made that NOOs are

currently experiencing a crisis of maturity. While they have achieved access they remain

A~vu4ptMThi-rf> 2re ton manv of themn in competition with each other. Business, traditionally



objectives were set out, capacity to deliver assessed and the need to create alliances and sh .are
resources identified.

3. THE UN, NGOs AND THE LANDMINE INITIE

A) Summalry of Panel Presentations

Christopher Raj, Nehru University, India, suggested that the Ottawa process (land mines

initiative) could be applied in the South East Asian context as well. He argued that the Ottawa

process could address problems related to the regions's land mine contamination and conflicts in

general. He suggested that the best way to launch such an effort would be incremental, involving

bi-lateral agreements. Despite some authoritarian tendencies, there exists a space in South East

Asia for New Diplomacy to take root.

William Maley, Australian Defence College, discussed the Australian experience with

the Ottawa process. He outlined the political, legal, and foreign policy making context within

which the treaty was eventualîy signed. He pointed out that the relationship between Australia

and the UN is not a major factor shaping foreign policy and traced some of the ambivalent

attitudes Australia has displayed towards the UN since its founidation.

The issue of anti-personnel land mines impinged on a number of government departments

(i.e., Foreign Affairs, Ministry of Defence, Australian Agency for International Development)

and required a complex ratification process involving the Cabinet as well as the Parliament. The

issue engaged the attention of elements of civil socîety and resulted in a broad campaign for total

abolition. A diverse range of Australian based pressure groups, aid agencies and NGOs joined

other international groups and launched an extremely weIl informed campaign under the auspices

of the "Australian Network of the International Campaign to Ban Landmines" led by Sister

Patricia Pak Poy. During the campaign, expertise that was to eventually trump the dlaims of

bureaucratie opponients was developed and mobilised through hearings and work of

commissions. There could be few better illustrations of "deliberative democracy' at work.

While the state was divided on the issue, the change of governiment in March 1996 shifled

the mood in favour of the ban. The Foreign and Defence Ministers finally announced the

goverrnment's decision to sign the treaty on November 17, 1997.



4) it illustrates the vîrtues of building extensive coalitions.
5) Lobbying proved successful because the need to retain anti-personnel land mines was flot seen
by civilian political leadership as a fundaniental aim in policy.

Max Cameron, University of British Columbia, analysed the Ottawa process and its
implications for the contemporary international system (perceived by the majority of
International Relations theorists as inter-state and anarchical). H1e argued that despite the
endurance of a realist framnework, the success of the land mines ban movemnent bodes well for the
emergence of a global civil society.

- Cameron pointed out that for the purposes of bis analysis it is useful to distinguish
between civil society and a social movement. While the former is defined by its relationship to
the state, the later operates within the political spaces provided by civil society. Social
movements include collective actors with common interests and a shared identity who use mass
mobilisation as their source of power. The International Campaign to Ban Landmines
approximates the latter better. This distinction draws out the fact that while NGOs actively
participate in policy development/makîng they do not (nor do they dlaimn to) represent Uhc people
in the sanie way parties and parliaments do.

Cameron qualified the land mines process as unique in certain respects. He pointed out
that the purpose of banning anti-personnel land mines was not to change Uic inter-state systeni
but to alleviate a humanitarian crisis. Indeed, anti-personnel land mines have neyer been a
weapon of strategic importance in the arsenal of states. They have little impact on Uic distribution
of capacities among states. They rarely confer a long-termi advantage on a military force and
neyer caused a country to win or lose a war. They are more commonly used in civil conflicts than
inter-state conflicts. At last, but not least, the major producers of anti-personnel mines have not
signed the ban treaty. The relative "light-weight" nature of the issue ensured that thc international
security regime/context would not be challenged. Moreover, the transnational social movements
contnibuted to re-framing of the land mines issue in a way more amendable to cooperative
solutions. Land mines were moved from the realm of military security to human security.



particular) included raising public awareness of the issue and participating in the actual

negotiation of an international convention. The later was a truly ground-breaking development.

What became to be called the Ottawa Process was characterised by:

1) a partnership between states and NGOs in the conduct of international diplomnacy.

2) a coalition of small and niedium-size like-minded states,

3) a willingness to operate outside the normal channels and fora.

Therefore, the Process suggests that non-hegemonic states and transnational social movements

can achieve diplomatic ends by working ini partnership. The Process essentially estabtished the

"basis for new mechanisins of horizontal accountability by bringing together like-minded states,

in partnership with NGOs, outside of traditional arms control fora."

According to Cameron, three tessons camne out of the Ottawa Process:

1) Partnership pays.
2) Coalitions of the tike mînded can tead.
3) Obsotete diplomatic fora can be subverted.

The last tesson brought to focus the rote of the United Nations systein as a forum for

negotiations as well as the retationshîp between NGOs and the UN. Should diplomatie initiatives

take place at the margins of the UN? Should the UN be democratised and access of NGOs to the

UN process facilitated? How should the transformation of the UN be effected? Despite the

criticism aimed at the tack of NGO accountabitity, they can prove invaluabte in the fotlowing

areas:
- raising awareness,
- bridging the knowtedge gap between international negotiators and real world conditions,

- pushing for accountability by public officiats.

The idiosyncrasies of the ban movement included:

1) The issue was unique.
2) Luck played a rote.
3) A big gamble paid off.



involved the ratification, universalization and implementation of the Ottawa Convention.

According to Lawson, "policy" lessons from the Ottawa process included:
1) Strategic coalitions work.
2) Campaign style diplomacy is very effective.
3) There is a key role for the NGOs in monitoring the Convention.
4) The full implementation of the Convention is key to solving the anti-personnel land mines
cnsis.

The Process involved roundtable discussions with states, International Organisations,
NGOs, parliamentarians, media, military, and technical experts. Among the concrete outcomes
were:
- a commitment to a report,
- donors' pledge ($500 million),
- a creation of "Ratify in 98" coalition,
- the launch of a monitoring initiative,
- the formation of Geneva International Centre for Humanitarian De-mining,
- the formation of UN Mine Action Service,
- the pledge of $100 million by Canada,
- the announcement of a "Mine Action Coordination Workshop" by Canada.

The key initiatives leading to the ratifications included advocacy work, media awareness
and regional meetings. The focus has now shifted to survey, monitoring, and reporting activities,
although consensus building and awareness raising are still important.

Somi

also been questioned by some. The opinion that the
consensus on issues by authoritarian countries (Chi
to charges that NGOs are the tools of Northern neo-



there lessons to be learned from the land mines process for furthering other humanitarian
causes? One of the reasons for selecting the land mines issue was attributed to its relative
singularity or independence from other socio-economic, cultural and political issues (iLe.,
structural contexts).

4. HUMAN SECURITY, THE UN SYSTEM AND INITIATIVES

Steve Lee from the Canadian Centre for Foreign Policy Development introduced
Ramesh Thakur, Vice Rector, UN University, Tokyo, Japan. Steve Lee thanked the participants
for a timely, useful and topical discussion. He also drew attention to Canadian partnership with
Norway and Australia and acknowlcdged the sigifficance of the Norwegian efforts in the land
mines ban.

Thakur outlined the changing "security" framework within which the UN operates. He
argued that instead of perceiving the realist concept of national security as dichotomous to the
emerging concept of human security, the two should be seen as coexisting. In this way national
interests and values can be pragmatically married in the post Cold War environrnent (dominated
by issues including internai strife that is ofien state-generated, poverty, and inequality). He also
stressed the necessity for the UN to achieve an ideological balance between idealism and realism
and to narrow the credibility gap between aspiration and performance.

Thakur pointed to the growing dissonance bctween the form and substance of the UN
process. While issues such as human rights are încreasingly taken up by the NGO community,
the UN remains state-centric. (The establishment of the International Criminal Court is an
example of the decline in interest of the U.S.A. in Human Rights issues and the growing rote of
the NGOs). Democratic empowerment remains alien to the UN system as wcll as many
governments around the world.

Despite the financial and bureaucratîc difficulties as well as the risk-averse nature of the
Secretary General's position, the UN remains at the legisiative and normative centre of the
international system. Its authority is rooted in the sense of international solidarity transcending
national perspectives and sectarian affections. "Only the UN through its authenticated procedures
can lay claim to speak on behalf of the entire international community." For standard setting,
normi generation and regime creation, there is no real alternative to the UN. NATO lias no such.
capacîty. The necessity to endorse, even retroactively, the NATO aggression in Kosovo by the
UN Security Council is a proof that many supporters of the war remained troubled with the
precedent of collective military action outside the UN framework.
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5. THE UN, THE U.S.A., AND THE NEW DIPLOMACY

A)> Summa!rv of Panel Presentations

David Malone, International Peace Academy outlined the main trends at the UN Security
Council and the role of the U.S.A. in the contemporary international system.

1) There has been a general shift in favour of intervention in international conflicts. The U.S.A.
in particular bas been the champion of using Chapter 7 to intervene in Kuwait as well as Kosovo.
The U.S.A. has been also in favour of imposing economic sanctions, often unilaterally. There has
been a rising incidence of naval blockades in 1990's.

2) In order to operationalise and legitimnise intervention, through Chapter 7, there bas been a
tendency to build so called "tcoalitions of the willing.t' (Tbis was the case in the Operation Desert
Storm as well as Bosnia.)

3) There bas been a growing interest by the UN Security Council in using regional organisations.

4) There bas been a growing concern about human rights, especially the pligbt of the refugees.
Wbile human rights bas been an issue literally quarantined fromn the Security Council agenda
there bas been some action on human rights monitoring and institution building.

5) Another area of growing interest bas been
democracy would lead to greater stability. He
dangerous, complex situations.

6) There bas been an empbasis on the civilian
administration, buman rigbts monitoring, refé



instance) and its operations wide-ranging. There is a danger of the U.S.A. veering towards

isolationism. Today the U.S.A. tendencies are particularistic, especially in committing its

military resourCes and personnel (U.S.A. military life is seen as more valuable than the lives of

civilians). The U.S.A. approach to the UN is epitomised by the U.S.A. unpaid dues. Its

impatience with the UN expressed in U.S.A.-dominated coalition building and reliance on

NATO

Jim Reed, Hlarvard University, Cambridge, U.S.A., reflected on the U.S.A. attitudes

towards the LIN, the position of the U.S.A in the international system and U.S.A.-Canada

relations. He argued that the U.S.A. is not a "like-minded" country and elaborated on the reasons

why. Despite its UN heritage (i.e., the legacy of Woodrow Wilson, the origins of the

organisation in San Francisco and its current headquarters in New York), the U.S.A. does not pay

its UN fees on time, does not always cooperate with the Secretary General (i.e., Boutros Boutros-

Ghali), insists on the right of taking military actions outside the UN, and relies on NATO.

According to Reed, the key behind the U.S.A. ambivalence towards the UN can be found

in the structure of the Arnerican society. There has been a dissonance between the traditionally

weak Amnrcan state and a strong vibrant non-profit sector (thîrd sector). Overwhelmningly, the

NGOs are funded by private interests in the U.S.A. Another factor is the relative political

"classlessness" of the Arnerican society. There is no tradition of an aristocracy that uses foreign

polîcy as a favourite pass-time, instead, public opinion drives U.S.A. foreign policy. This

contributes to three broad tendencies:
1) the mediocrity of the permanent bureaucracy,
2) constant shifts in foreign policy (including the attitudes toward the UN),

3) a dual structure, with the Washington foreign policy community separate from the civil

society foreign policy community (i.e., Ted Turner, Bill Gates).

Another reason for U.S.A. ambiguity towards the UN is the resentmnent of large segments of the

Jewish community towards the organisation.

Reed also elaborated on the strained relations between the U.S.A. and Canada over
~ ~Thp 11 qSA -is annrehensive of Canada's Foreign Affairs Minister Lloyd



Presently, Canada's formai relations with these organisations are either non-existent or hostile.
While the U.S.A. may not be a like-minded country it contais millions of like-minded people.

B) Commnent and the Synop2sis of the Discussion

Reacting to Reed's comments, an argument was made that the U.S.A. should flot,
perhaps, be a like-minded country since it is very unique. While it should be up to thec smaller
regional countries to deal with their "back-yard" problems (i.e., Kosovo in the European context),
the commitment of the U.S.A. to NATO is key, especially considering the security tbreat posed
by the disintegration of Russia. Nevertheless, the practical question remains of how big a conflict
must be for the U.S.A. to get involved and what does this mean conceptually for selective versus
collective security. The state of the contemporary international system beckons U.S.A.
involvement. The UN Security Council is in dire need of reform, meanwhile the G-7/8 should
limit itself to economic issues and as an informai policy forum. Europeans themselves do not
have the capacity to deal with conflicts like Kosovo.

The positive U.S.A. attitude towards NATO will perhaps shift afier some reflection on
the Kosovo action. While the U.S.A. remains ambivalent towards NATO's role and its own
presence in Europe, it is opposed to defence policies that would eventually lead to strengthening
the European space (i.e., industry mergers).

Some argued that Canada-U.S.A. relations were not in such bad shape as Reed described.
David Malone pointed out that the U.S.A. is flot particularly angry. The U.S.A. policy
commiunity perceives Lloyd Axworthy as an activist. Moreover, trade relations are fundamental
to Canada-U.S.A. bilateralism and do not pollute the relationship between the two countnies at
ail. However, others were concernied about the commercialisation of foreign policy since Canada
caves in on every economic issue it has with the U.S.A. Canada could do more to link wîth the
U.S.A.-based think tanks (despîte the fact that the level of such engagement is higher than usual
already). More effort should be exhorted in collaborating with people Canadians have been in
disagreement in the past. Max Cameron pointed out that the U.S.A., by and large, understands



activity to ban land mines took place. Max Cameron wondered why the U.S.A. did flot sign the
treaty despite its early involvement.

6. FEATURED SPEAKER: MR. BILL GRAHAM, MP

Bill Graham, M?, elaborated on the importance of foreign policy issues for
Parliamentarians and the work of the House of Commnons Standing Comniittee on International
Affairs. He pointed out that foreign policy has an obvious impact on diverse constituencies.
Constituents are also actively interested in foreign policy and try to influence its direction
through their MPs. Parliamentarians are well equipped to react to public opinion and needs. They
travel extensively across the country and abroad to solicit views and gain expertise.

Committee work is important because it forges consensus in the House of Commons
based on shared information. It is productive and avoids long-wînded Parliarnentary debates. It
also facilitates cooperation with govemmuent Departments (i.e., the Department of National
Defence and the Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade). Parliarnentarians in the
Committee keep in close contact with their U.S.A. counterparts.

The Committee's agenda is large and includes work on the G-7, the Arctic, and
Indigenous Peoples. Among the reports produced by the Committee is a report on nuclear policy.
Work is being done on the establishment of the International Criminal Court as well as the
FTAA. The Committee works extensîvely with NOOs as well as government-based international
organisations such as the OSCE. Its activities point to a fact that domestic and international
poticy issues are no longer two separate domains.

7. THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT

Ai Summarv of Panel Presentations



supporting and promoting the ICC and those who see the Court as undermining sovereignty. The
great-power veto is the main hegemonic norm. of the time. Nevertheless, it is slowly being de-
legitimised and undermined by the ICC, especially by the role of the middle powers in its
establishment. Elitismn is being undermined by the growing impact of middle powers as well as
NGO coalitions. At the ICC NOOs can actually dlaim. representation.

In conclusion, the ICC process is an example of normative innovation to humanitarian
law. It also poses significant opportunities and challenges for diplomacy and the future character
of the international systcm.

Alistair Edgar, Wifrid Laurier University, cautioned against the revolutionary nature of
the ICC. He argued that some elements of the emerging international normative system are not
that new. The old elements include:
- the definition of crimes against humanity (iLe., the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
Nuremberg trials),

-the concept of a state as an offender,
-the concept of universal jurisdiction,
international norms have been developing for many years.

The new aspects of the international normative system include:
-the growing visibility of like-minded coalitions,

- the role of the NGOs,
- the independence of the prosecutor from the UN Security Council,
- the erosion of state sovereignty through the Court's jurisdiction,
- the UN Assembly vote allowing the Court to have a role in individual countries (based on the
principle of complementarity).

There is a potential for the IOC to come up against the tradîtional world of power. Edgar
expressed his doubt that the Court would be able to enforce its decisions against the economic
and political prerogatives of states (L.e., China). While the Court hasjurisdiction, it is flot clear



-providing information (the coalition functioned as a clearing house for information, especîally

through its web site),
- providing reports and reference documents on line, containing detailed legal analysis,

- providing legal advise to government delegations (and countries new to the issue and process),

- advocacy work (a good example is the particularisation of gender issues),
- monitoring negotiations,
- forging partnerships with govemments (through like-minded group interests),
- mobilising govemnments (mobilisation of shame).

The coalition is now working for ratification and signature while it continues to serve

many of the functions listed above.

B) Comment and the Synopsis of the Discussion

Hans Guenter Sulimma, former German Amnbassador to Canada, pointed out that the ICC

might be a step towards fulfilling the permanent dream of humanity - the establishment of the

international court ofjustice. On reflection, the majority of nations were satisfied with the ICC.

Some would argue that a stronger international normative regime is necessary and that the

U.S.A. refusai to sign "de-legitimises" the treaty in a way. However, we may see the

establishment of the ICC as a great success for like-minded countries and NGOs.

Elements contributing to the success of the ICC and the land mine initiative included:
- wide interest in the issue
- media attention and enthusiasm
- shared interest of like-minded countnes

-NGO mobilisation
the process of addressing one issue at a time on which people could agree

-the identification of a clear goal (i.e., treaty, ban)



8. CONCLUSION

The three day conference looked at the evolution of the contemporary international
system. It explored the theoretical merits of emerging New Diplomacy. While Andrew Cooper's
presentation addressed the questions surrounding alternative formns of leadership and initiative,
Max Cameron focussed on the potential for the emergence of a global civil society. Iver
Neumann's presentation of the Norwegian experience with the land mines initiative also included
an analysis of what he calîs the disaggregated state.

*The theoretical considerations were underpinned by two case studies: the campaign to
ban anti-personnel land mines and the establishmnent of the International Criminal Court. The
process and implications of the former were taken up by Christopher Raj, William Manley and
Robert Lawson. Meanwhile, Philip Nel, Alistair Edgar, and Valerie Oosterveld addressed the
later case study.

Issues related to the role of the UN within the emerging international system were
outlined by Ramesh Thakur and David Malone. Jim Reed offered an analysis of the position of
the U.S.A. Bill Graham, in turn, offered his views on the role of Parliamentarians and the
Standing Committee in foreign policy development in Canada.

While some concluded that the two case studies point to the emergence of a new
international system, characterised by alternative formns of leadership and a nascent global civil
society, others emphasised the particularity of the cases and the contradictions of the new system.
Nevertheless, the conference generated many questions that may contribute to mapping the
course to better understand the world.
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